HOW TO PLAY

2–4
players

8+

30–45
min.

GAME OVERVIEW

SETUP

In this game, you will take turns playing the cards
to the city grid of blocks and streets.
Each card has its own value, and it may change
during the game because of other cards.

Take a deck of 12 cards and 2 protection tokens of your
color. Shuffle your deck, place it face down and draw
3 cards from the top.
Note: In the basic game, all players
use the identical sets of cards—the
only difference is their color. This
info is useful during the game!

DURING YOUR TURN
1. Play a Card...
To start a new street
or
(the 1st or the next one)

To the right
or Over a destroyed card
of an occupied space

2. Compare the Values
If the value of the card to the left is…

There are 2 special cards
in your deck. Compare their
values the same way!

…higher, its value increases.
The customer service in the Store
is way better than on the Market!

Х=8
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9.

Temple

Take an extra turn.

The Park doesn’t seem so spacious
anymore with the Mansion next to it!
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…lower (but not 2 times lower),
its value decreases.
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…two or more times lower, that
card is destroyed. Flip it, but leave
it on the same space.
There is no place for a Barn near the Temple!

No.6

Its value is
equal to the
value of the
card to the
left of it.

Its value is
equal to the
number
of the block
it’s placed in.

…the same, nothing happens!
Good match!

3. Resolve the Effects
There are 3 types of effects: immediate,
postponed and “At the end of the game” ADVANCED VARIANT
ones. If you have any questions,
Do you want to customize your
see p. 8–15 of the rulebook.
deck with additional cards and
perform awesome combos? Make
sure to check the Advanced Rules
4. Draw (a) Card(s) up
out (see p. 11 of the rulebook)!

to the hand limit (usually 3)

END OF THE GAME

€13,5

€10

SPIEL’18 exclusive playmat

8 blocks and the number of streets equal to the number of players are filled with
buildings? Calculate your final scores (counting the values and At the end of the
game effects), and the player with the most VP wins!

